Decision Diagram for Assessment Tools and Technologies

Examine the nature of your assessment

- Can you use an alternative form of assessment (reflection paper, project, video presentations, posters, etc)?

  - NO
  
  - Refer to CTL resources on alternative assessments

  - YES

- Use Canvas Assignments

  - Is plagiarism a concern?

    - NO

    - Remind students GT Academic Honor Code

    - YES

    - Use Turnitin inside Canvas

  

  - YES

  - Use Canvas SpeedGrader or Rubrics to grade open ended answers

  

  - NO

  - Use Canvas Quizzes

  

  - Use Respondus 4.0

    - CANVAS

    - YES

    - Use Canvas Quizzes

    - NO

    - Can the exam be “take-home” or open book?

      - YES

      - Use Respondus LockDown Browser with Canvas Quizzes

      - NO

      - Do you want to deter students from accessing additional computer programs/browser pages on the same device during the exam?

        - NO

        - Use Canvas Quizzes

        - YES

        - Create a large question bank from which to randomly choose and randomize question alternatives for T/F or Multiple choice question


Request assistance at http://services.gatech.edu
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